Quick Step by step Instructions for Online exam
1. Strictly Avoid: 1. Joining late (not later than 15 mins after exams starts)
2. Switching of your videos, talking, or leaving your seat
3. Copying, cheating, plagiarism or any other Malpractice will be viewed
seriously
2. Download question paper sent to your official Deccan College email ID, any problem
contact supervisor
3. Use your own plain / ruled white paper and a black ink/black pen to write the examination.
Drawings should be made by using black pen only. Hand writing should be clear and not faint.
Use a good black ball or ink pen.
4. You will write (i) your seat number (ii) correct paper code on each sheet of the answer script.
5. On the first page of the answer paper you will write the following prominently:
NAME OF THE DEPARTMENT:
SEAT NUMBER:
PAPER CODE:
PAPER TITLE:
6. You will number all the written pages (e.g. 1 of 12; 2 of 12; 3 of 12 and so on)
7. Scan all the pages in a single PDF file using any PDF Scanner and ensure that the scanned
pages are clear, readable and vertically oriented
8. **rename the PDF file as “your seat number-paper-code” (e.g. 2345 LNG 301 / 4567
ARC 101 / 6789 SL 306)
9. You will write “your seat number-paper code-paper title” in the subject line of the email
10. Send the answer paper as a PDF file (and not a link) from your official Deccan College
email ID to the department-specific email ID as per your department provided by the
supervisor in the chat of Google Meet and given here
arc.exam@dcpune.ac.in
lng.exam@dcpune.ac.in
sl.exam@dcpune.ac.in
11. Remain in the Google Meeting until the supervisor confirms that the PDF of your answer
paper has been received as needed.
In case of any problem contact the supervisors call /WhatsApp
COE: +919370279659, Exam Control Room: +919011028445; +918605771901

Good luck with the Exams

DECCAN COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DEEMED UNIVERSITY
Pune- 411 006
M.A. Semester-end Examination – Linguistics
LNG 101: Introduction to Linguistics
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time: .2.30-4.30pm
Maximum marks 50
Note: ALL sections are compulsory
Date 13.12.2021

SECTION A
Answer any TWO essay type questions from the following:

Marks 30

1. Define language. What are the distinguishing features of language? Give examples.
2. Explain the relationship between speech and writing. Write an essay on the historical
evolution of writing systems. Give suitable examples.
3. Discuss how linguistic relativity and linguistic universals are twin aspects of human
language. Give suitable examples.
SECTION B
Answer any FOUR short notes from the following:

Marks 20

1. Distinguish between contrastive and complementary distribution with suitable examples.
2. What do language disorders tell us about the relationship between language and the
brain?
3. Distinguish between (i) decimal and vigesimal languages (ii) VO and OV languages.
Give suitable examples.
4. Write a short note on language change and culture change.
5. Write a short note on the historical-comparative approach to the study of language.
6. Write a short note on the function of language as a means of cognition.
________________________________________________________________________

Quick Step by step Instructions for Online exam
1. Strictly Avoid: 1. Joining late (not later than 15 mins after exams starts)
2. Switching of your videos, talking, or leaving your seat
3. Copying, cheating, plagiarism or any other Malpractice will be viewed
seriously
2. Download question paper sent to your official Deccan College email ID, any problem
contact supervisor
3. Use your own plain / ruled white paper and a black ink/black pen to write the examination.
Drawings should be made by using black pen only. Hand writing should be clear and not faint.
Use a good black ball or ink pen.
4. You will write (i) your seat number (ii) correct paper code on each sheet of the answer script.
5. On the first page of the answer paper you will write the following prominently:
NAME OF THE DEPARTMENT:
SEAT NUMBER:
PAPER CODE:
PAPER TITLE:
6. You will number all the written pages (e.g. 1 of 12; 2 of 12; 3 of 12 and so on)
7. Scan all the pages in a single PDF file using any PDF Scanner and ensure that the scanned
pages are clear, readable and vertically oriented
8. **rename the PDF file as “your seat number-paper-code” (e.g. 2345 LNG 301 / 4567
ARC 101 / 6789 SL 306)
9. You will write “your seat number-paper code-paper title” in the subject line of the email
10. Send the answer paper as a PDF file (and not a link) from your official Deccan College
email ID to the department-specific email ID as per your department provided by the
supervisor in the chat of Google Meet and given here
arc.exam@dcpune.ac.in
lng.exam@dcpune.ac.in
sl.exam@dcpune.ac.in
11. Remain in the Google Meeting until the supervisor confirms that the PDF of your answer
paper has been received as needed.
In case of any problem contact the supervisors call /WhatsApp
COE: +919370279659, Exam Control Room: +919011028445; +918605771901

Good luck with the Exams

DECCAN COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DEEMED UNIVERSITY
Pune- 411 006
M.A. Semester-end Examination – [Linguistic]
LNG 102: PHONETICS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time: . 2.30-4.30
Maximum marks 50
Note: ALL Sections are compulsory
Date 15.12.2021

SECTION A
Answer any TWO essay type questions from the following:

Marks 30

1. Discuss different states of glottis in the phonation.
2. Write three- term labels for sounds given below
[ɖ]

[k]

[ʔ]

[n]

[r]

[ɵ]

[p’]

[w]

[ŋ]

[ɽ]

[f]

[ð]

[ɦ]

[j]

[ɭ]

3. Explain cardinal vowels in details and make them three term labels.

SECTION B
Answer any FOUR short notes from the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Labelled diagram of speech organs
palatalization
implosives
Stress
Source-filter theory
Voice Onset Time

Marks 20

Quick Step by step Instructions for Online exam
1. Strictly Avoid: 1. Joining late (not later than 15 mins after exams starts)
2. Switching of your videos, talking, or leaving your seat
3. Copying, cheating, plagiarism or any other Malpractice will be viewed
seriously
2. Download question paper sent to your official Deccan College email ID, any problem
contact supervisor
3. Use your own plain / ruled white paper and a black ink/black pen to write the examination.
Drawings should be made by using black pen only. Hand writing should be clear and not faint.
Use a good black ball or ink pen.
4. You will write (i) your seat number (ii) correct paper code on each sheet of the answer script.
5. On the first page of the answer paper you will write the following prominently:
NAME OF THE DEPARTMENT:
SEAT NUMBER:
PAPER CODE:
PAPER TITLE:
6. You will number all the written pages (e.g. 1 of 12; 2 of 12; 3 of 12 and so on)
7. Scan all the pages in a single PDF file using any PDF Scanner and ensure that the scanned
pages are clear, readable and vertically oriented
8. **rename the PDF file as “your seat number-paper-code” (e.g. 2345 LNG 301 / 4567
ARC 101 / 6789 SL 306)
9. You will write “your seat number-paper code-paper title” in the subject line of the email
10. Send the answer paper as a PDF file (and not a link) from your official Deccan College
email ID to the department-specific email ID as per your department provided by the
supervisor in the chat of Google Meet and given here
arc.exam@dcpune.ac.in
lng.exam@dcpune.ac.in
sl.exam@dcpune.ac.in
11. Remain in the Google Meeting until the supervisor confirms that the PDF of your answer
paper has been received as needed.
In case of any problem contact the supervisors call /WhatsApp
COE: +919370279659, Exam Control Room: +919011028445; +918605771901

Good luck with the Exams

DECCAN COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DEEMED UNIVERSITY
Pune- 411 006
M.A. Semester-end Examination – Linguistics
LNG 103: MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time: . 2.30-4.30 pm
Maximum marks 50
Note: ALL Sections are compulsory
Date 17.12.2021

SECTION A
Answer any TWO essay type questions from the following:

Marks 30

1. Explain in detail the three models namely: Item and Arrangement, Item and process
and Word and Paradigm.
2. Discuss in detail the process of compounding with suitable examples from your mother
tongue.
3. Illustrate various types of sentences by providing examples from Indian languages.

SECTION B
Answer any FOUR short notes from the following:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Immediate constituent analysis.
Notion of `POS’ vs form class
Morphological classification of languages.
Inflection vs Derivation
Syntactic features and neutralization
Subordination and coordination.

Marks 20

Quick Step by step Instructions for Online exam
1. Strictly Avoid: 1. Joining late (not later than 15 mins after exams starts)
2. Switching of your videos, talking, or leaving your seat
3. Copying, cheating, plagiarism or any other Malpractice will be viewed
seriously
2. Download question paper sent to your official Deccan College email ID, any problem
contact supervisor
3. Use your own plain / ruled white paper and a black ink/black pen to write the examination.
Drawings should be made by using black pen only. Hand writing should be clear and not faint.
Use a good black ball or ink pen.
4. You will write (i) your seat number (ii) correct paper code on each sheet of the answer script.
5. On the first page of the answer paper you will write the following prominently:
NAME OF THE DEPARTMENT:
SEAT NUMBER:
PAPER CODE:
PAPER TITLE:
6. You will number all the written pages (e.g. 1 of 12; 2 of 12; 3 of 12 and so on)
7. Scan all the pages in a single PDF file using any PDF Scanner and ensure that the scanned
pages are clear, readable and vertically oriented
8. **rename the PDF file as “your seat number-paper-code” (e.g. 2345 LNG 301 / 4567
ARC 101 / 6789 SL 306)
9. You will write “your seat number-paper code-paper title” in the subject line of the email
10. Send the answer paper as a PDF file (and not a link) from your official Deccan College
email ID to the department-specific email ID as per your department provided by the
supervisor in the chat of Google Meet and given here
arc.exam@dcpune.ac.in
lng.exam@dcpune.ac.in
sl.exam@dcpune.ac.in
11. Remain in the Google Meeting until the supervisor confirms that the PDF of your answer
paper has been received as needed.
In case of any problem contact the supervisors call /WhatsApp
COE: +919370279659, Exam Control Room: +919011028445; +918605771901

Good luck with the Exams

DECCAN COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
DEEMED UNIVERSITY
Pune- 411 006
M.A. Semester-end Examination – Linguistics
LNG 104: SEMANTICS AND PRAGMATICS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Time: .2.30-4.30pm .
Maximum marks 50
Note: ALL Sections are compulsory
Date 21.12.2021

SECTION A
Answer any TWO essay type questions from the following:

Marks 30

1. What is truth-conditional theory of meaning? Give truth table for implication,
disjunction, conjunction and negation.
2. Write a critical note on the speech act theory.
3. What is presupposition? Discuss pragmatic approaches to presupposition.

SECTION B
Answer any FOUR short notes from the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Marks 20

Antonymy and contradiction
Sentence, utterance and proposition
Compare between Conversational implicature and conventional implicature
Types of deixis
Componential analysis
Locution, illocution and perlocution

